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In recent years, the fog and haze weather has been increasing happened. This 
phenomenon seriously affects the quality of images that collected by the outdoor 
system. It causes the image appears unclear, leads low contrast and color distortion .It 
makes the image losing rich details. Such a degraded image is not convenient for 
post-processing. Therefore, it has important practical significance to study the image 
restoration algorithm and improve the image quality. 
In this paper, a scale space theory is proposed, which can extract the details of the 
image and smooth contour information. In this paper, a mathematical model is 
established by using the principle of optical imaging. Through the analysis of the - 
variables in the model, we find that the model of the image transmission function t, the 
precision of the atmospheric optical A value has a great impact on the image restored 
result. Therefore, in order to estimate the transmission image, this paper based on the 
dark channel prior, uses different scales to extract different dark channel images, Then 
these dark channel images are fused into one refined dark channel image by using a 
simple weighting operation. In order to preserve and enhance the edge information of 
the image in the process of the fog, the edge scale space of the dark channel image is 
extracted by using the Gauss gradient operator, and the edge of the image is enhanced. 
Experimental results show that, this algorithm has good defogging effect on those fog 
images that have no changes in the depth. 
The estimation of atmospheric optical A also affects the effect of the restoration. 
In order to estimate the A value more accurate, this paper uses the method that 
segments the input dark channel image in a multi-resolution way to estimate the A 
value. The experimental results show that the method can extract a more accurate air 
light A and achieve better results. 
The work of this paper provides a new researching method for the further research 
of fog image enhancement. 
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行分析，通过分离变量法分析模型中的三个变量，并发现传输图 t 跟大气光值 A
这两个是对复原解的效果影响比较大的变量，因此本文的目的便是寻求合适的算




















































































                                   t(x) = e−βd                                                         (2 − 2) 
综合以上的分析，大气散射模型可以采用公式(2-3)表示： 


































































                  I(x) = J(x)t(x) + A(1 − t(x)) + n(x)                         (2 − 4) 
2.2 本文模型的求解分析讨论 







                   J′(x) = A −
A − I(x)
t(x) +△ t
                                                     (2 − 5) 
求取估算出来的图跟原始图的误差，如公式（2-6）所示，此处为了方便说明，
同时引入一个新的符号δJ来表示： 
                   δJ = |J
′(x) − J(x)|         
                        = |(A −
A − I(x)
t(x) +△ t
 ) − (A −
A − I(x)
t(x)
 ) | 






  | = |
(A − I(x)) ∙△ t
t(x)(t(x) +△ t)
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